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Why didn’t conservatives have more success overhauling the administrative state or cutting back
the scope of the federal government after the Republican Revolution of 1994? In part, they simply
lacked the votes. Less obviously, forty years in the minority in the House of Representatives left
Republicans with a deeply hostile view of Congress as an institution, making it difficult for them
to envision the legislature as an effective counterweight to the president or administrative state.
Even as Congress became conservatives’ power center, they mostly remained presidentialists. This
paper provides a detailed account of the reforms conservatives sought, especially in the 104 th
Congress of 1995-1996, in order to show how conservative antipathy toward Congress helped
ensure the durability of the administrative state.
***
I.

Introduction

In November 2019, Attorney General William Barr delivered a keynote speech to the Federalist
Society’s National Lawyers Convention, the message of which was that “over the past several
decades, we have seen steady encroachment on Presidential authority by the other branches of
government.”1 In Barr’s telling, Congress had “largely abdicated its core function of legislating”
and turned instead to “constant harassment” of the executive branch, “plainly designed to
incapacitate” it. Such impositions began as far back as the 1960s, and “substantially weakened the
functioning of the Executive Branch, to the detriment of the Nation.”
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In a typical critical reaction, Washington Post columnist Max Boot wrote that Barr’s speech
attempted to provide “a pseudo-intellectual gloss on Trump’s authoritarian instincts” while putting
forward a version of history utterly disconnected from the reality of expanded and unchecked
executive power in recent years. 2 One veteran of the George W. Bush administration denounced
Barr for making a “lunatic authoritarian speech,” and likewise asserted that, under President
Trump, the executive branch was the one expanding its powers. 3
To read some of these critics, it might seem as though Barr’s 2019 views had emerged suddenly
and unexpectedly, perhaps as a function of Barr’s zealous advocacy for President Trump. But
nothing could be further from the truth. Barr has been making similar arguments on the national
stage for more than three decades. As Assistant Attorney General in 1989, he penned a
memorandum outlining ten ways that Congress “encroaches” on the executive branch’s rightful
authority, including interfering with the president’s appointment power, “micromanaging”
administrative functions, and intrusively insisting on disclosure of information that the executive
branch should keep confidential.4 Barr’s strong advocacy for executive power was a major focus
of his confirmation hearings when George H.W. Bush nominated him to be Attorney General in
1991.5
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Nor is Barr an isolated outlier. The most influential conservatives of his generation have been
famously committed presidentialists. The much-less-remarked-upon flip-side of this affinity is that
they have also been bitter skeptics of Congress. Given that their views were formed during the
latter part of a forty-year stretch of unbroken Democratic control of the House of Representatives,
this orientation is not particularly surprising.
What is more confounding is the continued dominance of this view among conservatives even
after 1994, when Republicans mounted their most energetic campaign in a generation and retook
both the House and Senate. On January 3, 1995, there was a GOP Speaker of the House for the
first time in four decades—something that not a single member of the Republican caucus had ever
experienced firsthand. And, thanks to the efforts of their new Speaker, Newt Gingrich, Republicans
came in armed with a well-articulated program that they believed would sweep through
Washington, changing the basic rules of the game for the hidebound bureaucracy and its enablers
in Congress.
This article argues that conservative antipathy for Congress seriously constrained Republicans’
ability to reform the legislature and administrative state in the 1990s. Republicans, led by Gingrich,
took an almost punitive attitude toward the First Branch that they now found themselves
controlling. They were determined to root out petty corruption, but more fundamentally their
legislative reform agenda was about cutting Congress down to size. Their years of adversarial
opposition to the institution left them little able to appreciate the unique capacities of a legislature
or envision it working as a real counterweight to the bureaucracy. Republicans often acted as if
Gingrich had been elected as shadow president, and this led them to mishandle their best
opportunity for major reform of America’s expanded state.
Republicans succeeded in diminishing Congress, but they mostly failed in dictating conservative
policies and set themselves up for political defeat in 1996. Thereafter, their revolutionary zeal was
dissipated, and by the time of the George W. Bush administration their desire to reform the system
had almost entirely passed. Instead, they sought to dominate the policymaking process as it existed
and execute modest managerial reforms in the executive branch. The previous commitment to
presidentialism was reaffirmed. By the time Republicans were swept out of the majority in 2006,
the size and shape of government were little changed.
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Eight years of Barack Obama’s presidency, the last six of which featured Republicans in control
of at least the House, inspired conservatives to cultivate a sense of the legislature’s constitutional
importance, and it is possible that this would have flowered into a coherent philosophy had there
been a Hillary Clinton administration beginning in 2017. Instead, Donald Trump’s unexpected
victory meant a sharp turn back toward presidentialism and skepticism of Congress—even as
Republicans controlled both chambers in the 115th Congress of 2017-2018. Republicans’ unified
control of Congress and the presidency did not lead to passage of any of the conservative plans to
strengthen Congress that had been touted during the Obama years. The administrative state, which
Trump’s advisor Steve Bannon once promised would be “deconstructed,” was subjected to
somewhat increased presidential control through a number of executive actions, but was left almost
entirely unaltered in its basic form.
Conservatives’ skepticism—or contempt—for Congress was hardly the only reason that the
Revolution of 1994 proved less than revolutionary in retrospect. Perhaps most importantly, the
Republican majority was far from uniformly conservative. A sizable faction shared Speaker
Gingrich’s anti-government zeal, but just as many members were committed to keeping federal
dollars flowing to their districts most of all. Even where House Republicans mustered something
close to unity for reform, they tended to coordinate poorly with their Senate counterparts.
Still, antipathy to Congress as an institution represented a surprisingly consistent orientation for
conservatives. This attitude profoundly shaped their behavior once they found themselves holding
the reins of power in 1995, and so it is a theme that deserves to be probed much more clearly than
it has been in existing literature. This paper proceeds to do so as follows.
Part II explores conservatives’ views of Congress and its relationship to the executive branch
during the two decades stretching from Watergate through the Republican Revolution.
Conservatives were suspicious of reforms of Congress pushed through by liberal Democratic
members in the wake of Nixon’s resignation but remained fairly quiet through the 1970s. Once
Ronald Reagan became president, however, conservatives became pointed critics of the
“resurgent” Congress, accusing the institution of aspiring to usurp the executive branch’s proper
administrative functions. Through the presidency of George H.W. Bush, they systematically
championed flexibility for the presidency, including supporting the doctrine of Chevron deference
to agency interpretations. At the same time, they developed a sharp critique of Congress as an
4

almost hopelessly corrupted institution, accusing House Democratic leaders of scandalous
behavior and petty tyranny, but also of helping insulate the bureaucracy from presidentially driven
accountability.
Part III carefully examines the Republican Revolution and the actions of the 104 th Congress.
Because conservatives continued to see Congress as a source of mischief, they mostly undertook
reforms designed to limit the legislature’s degrees of freedom. Gingrich’s top priority was
centralizing power within the House such that he could better stand toe to toe with President Bill
Clinton. These centralization efforts succeeded, but the Speaker’s attempt to force a diminishment
of the welfare state on Clinton ended in political disaster. The Revolution was chastened and
henceforth charted a more modest course, including on deregulation and structural reform. In part
because Republicans believed they were likely to win the presidency in 1996, they continued to
believe that the best course of action was to enhance the president’s powers, and the most
ambitious reform they passed was the presidency-enhancing line-item veto.
Part IV recounts how conservative views about Congress evolved—or failed to—in the two
decades following the 104th Congress. Although Republicans kept control of both houses of
Congress for a dozen years, their desire to fundamentally alter the shape and size of government
abated considerably after Clinton’s reelection. While the Clinton impeachment encouraged a brief
moment of conservative skepticism about the presidency and its powers, the election of George
W. Bush quickly brought conservatives back to their robust defense of the presidency. During the
Bush years, conservatives sought to bolster the president’s managerial control of federal agencies
and paid almost no attention to questions of Congress’s distinctive role in the policy process.
Barack Obama’s frequent recourse to his “pen and phone” did, finally, make conservatives
appreciate the perils of having a strong president and weak Congress. But before their new
sensibility had a chance to take root or deliver any successful reforms, the unexpected victory of
Donald Trump turned conservatives sharply back toward strong presidentialism of the sort
advocated by the once-and-future Attorney General, William Barr.
Finally, Part V sketches the road not taken: what conservatives’ “revolution” might have entailed
had they been more appreciative of the distinctive advantages of the legislature. A well-developed,
“anti-Caesarist” theory of Congress’s importance had represented the leading conservative view
in the wake of the New Deal. This view receded because of its failure to reckon with the exigencies
5

of the Cold War and because presidentialism presented conservatives with the greatest
opportunities for policy victories after Reagan’s election. If the earlier view, which emphasized
the value of a multi-vocal legislature, had persisted, Republicans might have transformed Congress
into a venue suitable to develop and implement a workable conservative governance strategy in
the 1990s and beyond. Opposition to the welfare state as it had been realized by the Great Society
might have been channeled into a true reconstruction of American governance in ways that
honored federalism and self-government. Conservative energy might have been focused more on
redesigning program architecture and renegotiating bad policy settlements instead of waging
wholesale challenges against the existence of the administrative state. That path remains open,
still.

II.

Embracing the Presidency and Denouncing Congress, 1970s-1994

Republicans went into the minority in both the House and Senate after the election of 1954. In
both chambers, they would remain there for the next 26 years, and in the House they be
outnumbered for an even 40. But during those four decades out of power in the House, the GOP
managed to hold the presidency for 26 years. It is hardly surprising, then, that conservatives
became presidentialists during this time.
It is nevertheless striking to see how fully they converted to this position by the end of the Reagan
administration—and how their suspicions of the Democratic congresses congealed into a welltheorized condemnation of an “imperial Congress” that routinely abrogated the functions
constitutionally assigned to the executive branch.
A. Early Conservative Suspicion of Congressional Reform
The beginnings of the era of liberal-driven congressional reform predated Richard Nixon’s
presidency. Urban liberals were gaining power across the nation, but their ambitions for new
federal programs met with fierce resistance from the southern conservative Democrats who, by
virtue of seniority, held the majority of Congress’s most important chairmanships. Scholars and
politicians alike expressed deep frustration with what they saw as reactionary resistance to progress
and demanded an internal restructuring that would allow more scope for policy entrepreneurship,
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and give less of an ironclad veto to senior members.6 During this period, liberals were focused on
getting legislation moving and empowering the government to act—a position they maintained
even after the election of Richard Nixon. 7
But the focus of reform shifted markedly once Nixon’s transgressions from the 1972 campaign
rose to prominence. Congress came to see itself as Nixon’s adversary, and more generally sought
to fashion restraints for what had become an “Imperial Presidency.” 8 As James L. Sundquist
chronicled, in the remainder of the 1970s, Congress engineered a wide-ranging institutional
“resurgence” meant to enable it to go toe to toe with the president. It overhauled the budget process,
massively increased its own staff and built out an extensive subcommittee system, ramped up
oversight, changed the process for engaging in foreign hostilities, and sprinkled legislative vetoes
throughout the new legislation it passed.9
Democrats, who by that time had controlled both the House and Senate for more than two decades,
clearly drove this reform agenda. Republicans mostly remained aloof, but sometimes expressed
concerns that Congress was attempting to do too much and thereby dissipating its energies. Senator
Pete Domenici (R-NM), for example, stated on the Senate floor in 1979: “Every member of this
body, and every person who works here, knows the frustrations imposed by too many meetings,
competing with too many markups, producing too many bills, attracting too many extraneous
amendments, requiring too many recorded votes….”10 Republicans also wondered if some of
Democrats’ reforms had swung the pendulum too far away from the presidency. Immediately after
Ronald Reagan’s triumph over President Carter, Gerald Ford told Time magazine, “We have not
an imperial presidency, but an imperiled presidency. Under today’s rules…the presidency does
not operate effectively… That is harmful to our overall national interests.” 11 And Republicans
were critical of the extent of the staff build-up; a prominent conservative scholar wrote a book
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worrying about the unaccountable power staff exercised as “unelected representatives.” 12 Upon
retaking the Senate majority in January 1981, Republicans immediately cut staff by about ten
percent.13
Conservative legislators’ voting behavior on presidential power also changed during this early
period. Through the presidency of Lyndon Johnson, conservatives had been more likely to vote to
restrict presidential power than others in Congress, but after Nixon they were more likely to
embrace choices that empowered the presidency. 14
B. Branding Reagan’s Congressional Critics as Usurpers
Conservatives had some successes in frustrating the ambitions of Jimmy Carter in the last years of
the 1970s. But they won their first decisive victory in a generation in 1980, when Ronald Reagan
trounced Carter and Republicans unexpectedly won control of the Senate for the first time since
1954.15 Still, the House of Representatives remained in Democratic hands. And while a coalition
of conservative Democrats and Republicans brought Reagan a number of historic victories in his
first years in office, Democrats became increasingly recalcitrant and effective opponents of
Reagan’s conservative maneuvers as his term went on. As long as Democrats held the House, there
was little chance that Congress would seriously pursue conservative visions of cutting the
institutions of the Great Society down to size.
As a result, conservatives during this time became even more skeptical of Congress as an
institution. This evolution can be seen in the rise of Newt Gingrich, the development of an
intellectual vocabulary describing congressional overreach, and in the fights over the nation’s
foreign policy for war-torn Nicaragua.
1. Newt Gingrich’s Villainization of the Democratic House
Conservative members of the House developed their own distinctive critique of their institution in
1980s. They believed the GOP minority had too long accommodated itself to the idea of an
12
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everlasting Democratic majority, scrounging for breadcrumbs rather than mounting a serious
attempt to unsettle their opponents’ control and eventually retake the chamber. In their view,
corrupt Democratic leaders presided over a thoroughly corrupt institution, and their role was first
of all to hammer on this corruption. Far and away the most important developer of this critique
was Newt Gingrich.
Gingrich, first elected in 1978, rose to prominence within the Republican caucus by pioneering a
strategy of intransigent criticism, which sharply contrasted with the accommodative style of House
Minority Leader Bob Michel. Michel’s genial cooperation with Democratic leaders, and especially
Speaker Tip O’Neill, had, for many years, ensured that Republicans could exert some influence
on legislation. Gingrich and some of his fellow firebrands, on the other hand, pioneered the use of
1-minute C-SPAN speeches meant to enrage the Speaker. They explicitly hoped to provoke an
intemperate response, which they could then denounce as an abuse of power. 16 They succeeded in
doing so, with O’Neill in 1984 taking to the floor to denounce their antics as “the lowest thing I’ve
ever seen in my 32 years in Congress,” words which were then stricken from the record for
violating the chamber’s rules against name-calling.17
Michel’s style remained more popular among Republicans during O’Neill’s speakership. But
under O’Neill’s successor, Jim Wright, Democrats adopted a style of steamrolling the opposition.
Wright’s leadership undermined “the credibility of go-along, get-along Republicans among their
Republican colleagues. By drawing partisan lines, Wright gave Republican moderates—moderates
in style, not necessarily in policy preferences—no place to go but into the camp of Republican
militants.”18 Gingrich was the main beneficiary. And he made it clear that not only Wright, but the
whole Democratic majority—indeed, the whole institution of Congress—bore responsibility. In
1988, Gingrich wrote: “It is an imperial Congress reigned over by an imperial Speaker enacting
special-interest legislation…. [It] has become the most unrepresentative and corrupt of the modern
era. It is a Congress that lusts for power but evades responsibility for its actions.” 19
16
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When the ethics investigation initiated and spurred on by Gingrich led to Wright’s resignation, the
conservative’s commitment to running against institutional corruption in the House was cemented.
Ambitious young members, such as the “Gang of Seven” in the 102 nd Congress, would school
themselves in Gingrich’s techniques. Denouncing corrupt Democratic leadership would become
conservatives’ favorite strategy in the years to come, helping to magnify the importance of the
House Bank Scandal and House Post Office scandal, among others. 20 The Republican platform for
the 1992 elections included a denunciation of the “Imperial Congress.” 21
2. A Common Language for Denouncing Congress
While there were many differences between the rhetoric of Gingrich and his allies and the
arguments made by Reagan administration lawyers like William Barr, there was a common
tendency of countering charges that Reagan was abusing his power with an insistence that
Democratic congressional leaders were the real tyrants.
A close examination of the evolution of Reagan-era conservative and Republican views on
Congress and the presidency is beyond the scope of this essay. But a brief examination of three
books gives an idea of the positions that conservative intellectuals staked out in the late 1980s and
early 1990s and the distinctive vocabulary they developed to accuse Congress of outsized
pretensions. Two edited volumes, The Imperial Congress (published by the Heritage Foundation)
and The Fettered Presidency (published by the American Enterprise Institute), from the end of the
Reagan’s presidency, sought to compile conservative views from a variety of prominent
commentators and former administration officials. 22 A third book, Terry Eastland’s Energy in the
Executive, offered an influential defense of a strong presidency at the end of George H.W. Bush’s
term.23 Several themes emerge in each of these works.
Congressional micromanagement: Conservatives argued that Congress was forsaking its
responsibility to decide major policy questions while simultaneously demanding for itself the
ability to dictate how executive branch agencies were run. As (post-Borking) Robert Bork put it
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in his foreword for the AEI volume, Congress was intruding on the rightful administrative province
of the executive branch, sometimes through overly detailed statutes and sometimes through
inappropriately aggressive oversight.24 In the past, they had also done so through profligate use of
legislative vetoes, which conservatives were glad to see struck down.
Criminalization of politics: Especially in the wake of the Iran-Contra scandal, conservatives were
dead-set against the independent counsel statute, which they said ensured lengthy and unnecessary
investigations of executive branch officials who had done nothing wrong other than advance
policies that Congress disliked.25
Abusive Omnibus Legislation: The conservative commentators were united in denouncing the
House’s use of omnibus spending legislation, which they saw as an illegitimate way to force the
president’s hand. By doing so, they argued, Congress was depriving the president of his
constitutional share of the legislative power by effectively making it impossible to use his veto.
Their favored solution was to give the president a line-item veto power that would allow him to
effectuate some parts of an omnibus enactment while vetoing others.
3. The Anti-Congressional Defense against Iran-Contra
One defining moment in the development of conservatives’ antipathy toward Congress was the
Iran-Contra scandal, the essence of which was actors within the executive branch straining to
circumvent congressional restraints they believed were against the nation’s interests. To critics,
the Reagan administration’s imperiousness recalled nothing so much as the Nixon administration’s
attitude around Watergate. But as administration sympathizers saw it, the workarounds used had
been consistent with the letter of the law. The real scandal was that Congress had so heavyhandedly constrained the nation’s intelligence services.
The main congressionally-imposed limitations at issue were known as the Boland Amendments,
after their sponsor, Representative Edward Boland. These appropriation riders prohibited U.S.
government assistance to the Nicaraguan Contras, and there was a contentious question of statutory
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interpretation as to whether they covered activities of the National Security Council. 26 But
defenders of the administration did not confine themselves to arguing that the activities at issue
were technically permitted. Instead, they argued that the Boland Amendments could not serve as
the strong prohibition that Congressional Democrats made them out to be; if they were interpreted
that way, they would “become an unconstitutional congressional effort to control the exercise of
core functions of the coordinate political branch—an action which runs afoul of the separation of
powers principle. … Congress cannot regulate indirectly through appropriations that which,
because of specific constitutional restrictions, it could not control directly.” 27
In this view, the problem wasn’t that members of the Reagan administration had attempted to
circumvent legitimate congressional controls. It was that Congress had “confused the legislative
role with the administrative or even operational role that is properly the domain of the executive
branch,” and thereby created an impossible situation for those charged with promoting the nation’s
best interests.28
One of the administration’s staunchest and most effective defenders in Congress throughout IranContra was Representative Richard Cheney of Wyoming. Cheney was first elected to Congress in
1978 after playing an important role in Gerald Ford’s presidency, first as right-hand man to Chief
of Staff Donald Rumsfeld, and then as Chief of Staff himself once Rumsfeld became Secretary of
Defense. Given his previous experience, Cheney quickly established himself as a leader in the
GOP minority, becoming Republican Policy Chair after just two years. His conception of his role
as a member of Congress was unusual, in that he made very few speeches and sought out
committee assignments with non-public meetings, including the Intelligence Committee. Like
Rumsfeld and other Ford administration alumni, he believed that Congress had gotten in the habit
of making a nuisance of itself instead of attending to its core functions. 29
Cheney’s Intelligence Committee experience set him up to act as House Republicans’ ranking
member on the Select Committee investigating Iran-Contra. He supervised the eventual writing of
26
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a Minority Report representing the views of six House members and two Senators. The Minority
Report admitted that the Reagan administration had made numerous errors of judgment, but
insisted that there were no laws or important norms broken. Indeed, it turned the tables on
Congress, arguing that the administration had acted in part out of “[a] legitimate frustration with
abuses of power and irresolution by the legislative branch,” and that it was the investigating
committees’ “aggrandizing theory of Congress' foreign policy powers” that had unnecessarily
escalated the incident into a scandal.30 The minority report conceded that it was unwise to try to
keep Congress ignorant of important decisions but was equally insistent that Congress recognize
“that the power of the purse does not make it supreme. Limits must be recognized by both branches
to protect the balance that was intended by the Framers.” 31
Cheney’s work defending the administration during Iran-Contra further raised his stock with the
GOP, and after the 1988 elections he was elected Minority Whip. That made him the heir apparent
to Minority Leader Michel, but his legislative career soon came to an end when President Bush’s
nomination of John Tower to become Defense Secretary failed. An easily-confirmable
replacement was needed, and Cheney fit the bill. His decade serving Congress had done little to
convince him of the body’s seriousness, and his doubts would come to have enormous importance
in shaping the George W. Bush administration’s orientation toward Congress. His place in the
House GOP leadership was taken by none other than Newt Gingrich.
Nicaraguan policy—and Congress’s place in determining it—remained contentious in the
immediate wake of Iran-Contra. Speaker Wright (who had a career-long interest in Latin America)
felt the administration’s efforts on behalf of peace were lacking and he decided to intervene
himself, including by meeting with Sandinista leader Daniel Ortega at a time when the Reagan
administration had cut off communication with him. Republicans were furious at Wright’s
willingness to conduct his own foreign policy, not to mention cozy up to communists. President
Reagan went so far as to criticize Wright for trying to devise a “Wright-Ortega plan” and thereby
jeopardizing the government’s official efforts to secure peace. 32 Even after Reagan and Wright
were reconciled, Gingrich pressed the attack, saying that Wright was “systematically undermining
30
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the foreign policy of the United States,” and that he was “so consumed by his own power that he
is like Mussolini, believing he can redefine the game to suit his own needs.” 33
In short, while Democrats believed the lesson of Iran-Contra was that attempting to circumvent
Congress would lead to bad things, conservatives mostly came away confirmed in their belief that
Congress had a talent for making a mess of things by sticking its nose where it did not belong.
C. Envisioning a Stronger Managerial Presidency
As Republicans in Congress developed their strategy of attacking Congress as corrupt, other
conservatives simultaneously worked to enhance the president’s authority to control the
bureaucracy. They reasoned that accountability to the people properly flowed through the
president, who is, after all, the only official elected by the whole nation. If the administrative state
was going to work for the American people, it would be the result of Republican presidential
leadership.
The first step was simply to confirm Reagan appointees who were substantively committed to
changing agencies’ conceptions of their own missions to give a much greater weight to economic
growth.34 Sometimes these attempts went quite badly, as with Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Anne Gorsuch, whose run-ins with EPA career staff and Congress ultimately led to
her ouster.35
At a deeper structural level, conservatives working within Reagan’s White House created a central
clearing process for agency regulations that required the Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs (OIRA) with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to sign off on significant new
rules.36 Vice President George Bush was charged with leading a special task force on deregulation,
further adding to the top-down effort to control regulatory agencies. 37
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In keeping with their preference for presidential control, conservatives became enthusiastic
proponents of two legal doctrines developed during Reagan’s presidency. The first was the unitary
executive, which reasons from the Constitution’s vesting of the whole executive power in the
president to consequences about who may permissibly challenge presidential decisions. 38 If one
accepts strong versions of the unitary executive, then many of Congress’s oversight practices come
to seem like pernicious attempts to wrest legitimate constitutional prerogatives away from the
president.39
The second doctrine was Chevron deference. Before it became emblematic of an unchecked
administrative state, Chevron v. NRDC was an important victory for the Reagan administration.
By upholding a more flexible interpretation of the Clean Air Act, the Supreme Court protected a
number of Reagan’s key environmental policies from environmental groups’ legal challenges.
The logic of Chevron is not clearly antithetical to Congress’s interests; it is first and foremost a
doctrine of judicial modesty. But by affirming the executive branch’s ability to follow its own
reasonable interpretations, it implicitly cuts down on the legislature’s ability to control legal
outputs through vague restrictions. Congress needs to be clear if it expects to restrict the
executive’s freedom of action. Justice Antonin Scalia was a consistent defender of Chevron, and
systematic conservative opposition to the doctrine was unknown until well into the Obama
administration.40 Coupled with Scalia’s well-known opposition to consulting legislative intent,
Chevron fit neatly into a skeptical view of Congress, in which Committee Chairs or even staffers
might try to have their way by means of low-visibility manipulation of the documentary record,
rather than through clear instructions arrived at after forthright legislative debate.
D. The Puzzling Response to the Demise of the Legislative Veto
Finally, it is important to note one area in which conservative antipathy for Congress seems not to
have played an important role during the Reagan years: determining an appropriate response to
presidential challenges to the legislative veto. Republicans and Democrats put their institutional
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interest ahead of their partisan interest as they organized a legal defense of the legislative veto in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. Presidents of both parties were opposed to the use Congress made
of the legislative veto beginning in the 1970s, with Jimmy Carter being especially vehement in his
opposition. Legislators of both parties were generally united, if not on all particular uses of vetoes,
then at least on the question of whether Congress ought to have the ability to impose them as a
condition of delegation. Indeed, the House General Counsel’s office was institutionalized with
bipartisan support specifically in order to defend the legislative counsel in court. 41
Notwithstanding those efforts, the Supreme Court invalidated all legislative vetoes with its
sweeping decision in INS v. Chadha. 42 If legislators wanted to regain the control over presidential
or agency decisions that the legislative veto had previously given them, they would either have to
change the Constitution—only perfunctorily considered 43—or devise alternate means that would
comply with the constitutional requirements of bicameralism and presentment.
Mostly, Congress adapted by putting “report and wait” requirements where they used to put
vetoes.44 Committees developed informal reciprocal relations with the agencies within their
jurisdiction. Only if agencies kept committees apprised of their activities, and were responsive to
committee concerns, would they be reauthorized promptly. In normal circumstances, this meant
things were much as they were before legislative vetoes were invalidated, which has led a number
of commentators to assert that Chadha changed little.45
For two of the most high-profile legislative vetoes, Congress took a notably different course. The
War Powers Resolution and the National Emergencies Act both originally gave Congress the
ability to stop presidential actions (foreign hostilities and declarations of national emergencies)
41
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with concurrent resolutions, which are actions taken by both chambers of Congress but not
requiring the president’s approval. In both cases, worried that the concurrent resolution procedures
would be constitutionally ineffective after Chadha, Congress replaced them with joint resolution
procedures, in which both chambers of Congress would need to act and secure the president’s
signature (or override his veto).46 It did so with very little debate about the weakness of a procedure
meant to check the executive that would henceforth be subject to a presidential veto. 47 In hindsight,
these decisions look quite puzzling, especially given that other constitutionally permissible
procedures were understood at the time.48
More generally, given that partisan politics seemed to play such a limited role in the response to
Chadha, it is difficult to understand why Congress did not devise a more effective replacement for
the legislative veto during the 1980s. As Part III.D will discuss, their puzzling inefficacy would
continue into the era of Republican control.

III.

Missed Reform Opportunities in the 104th Congress

Conservatives’ suspicions of Congress spread beyond their ranks in the years after Reagan’s
departure. Numerous scandals convinced many Americans that the institution’s corrupt tendencies
called out for serious reforms. Congress created a Joint Committee on the Organization of
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Congress in 1992 that issued a major report in December 1993, but its recommendations were not
taken up during 1994. The legislature was clearly ripe for some changes, however. 49
It was at that point that Republicans mounted their startlingly effective 1994 midterm campaign.
Their 54-seat pickup in the House was the largest swing since 1948 and gave them 230 seats, their
first majority since 1954. Their 8-seat pickup in the Senate returned control of the upper chamber
after eight years of Democratic control, and gave them a slim majority of 52 seats. But these
numbers significantly understate the momentum that Republicans and conservatives felt. Many
people felt that Clinton’s election was a fluke, given H. Ross Perot’s huge impact on the 1992
election.50 Republicans believed they had captured Perot’s supporters in 1994 and were on their
way to an easy win over the then-unpopular Clinton in 1996.
Just as important to House Republicans’ understanding of their victory was the Contract With
America, an unusually detailed campaign document that nearly all Republican candidates for the
House had signed onto in October 1994. The Contract, which was masterminded by Gingrich and
his associates with the hope that it would help deliver a majority, promised to reform Congress
itself and listed various policy and constitutional changes that Republicans promised to vote on
within their first hundred days in office. Although many members felt that the Contract was
superfluous, preferring to focus on Bill Clinton’s failed healthcare plan and tax increases, others
insisted it was instrumental in convincing voters that Republicans had a real reform agenda. 51 If
the GOP could deliver on all the promises of the Contract, it would mean a significant reduction
of the Great Society welfare programs, a return to state control of many programs, a rollback of
many regulatory programs Republicans felt had retarded economic growth, and a major overhaul
of the Constitution. As he rose to the Speakership (with Michel having retired), Gingrich was
totally committed to delivering on the Contract.
Because of the Contract, because Republicans were so energized by their unexpected return to the
majority, and because Gingrich self-consciously viewed himself as a world-historical figure, the
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ambition to overhaul government was at an apex in the 104 th Congress.52 At the same time,
conservative suspicion of Congress as an institution persisted, steering Republicans away from
embracing the full reforming potential of Congress, and indeed steering them toward strengthening
the presidency in spite of their animosity toward Clinton. This part proceeds thematically in
examining what became of conservative ambitions.
A. Reforming Congress
First among the Contract’s promises was a commitment to overhaul Congress itself. After
hammering away at congressional corruption for so long, Gingrich and his allies were determined
not to simply run the House as Democrats had done. As tempting as it was to simply turn the tables,
they would instead attempt to professionalize the House in line with Gingrich’s beliefs that
government should be run more like business. Gingrich liked to meet with military and business
leaders for inspiration, and he asked business executives to “tutor him in the intricacies of
downsizing a large institution.”53 In July 1995, private businessman Donald Rumsfeld was brought
in to testify based on his experience in downsizing two private companies, and he warned that the
way to smaller government would not come through minute instructions from the legislature;
“Smaller government is an impossible goal if Congress continues to tell the Executive Branch
when to turn right, turn left, speed up, or slow down.”54 In other words, if conservatives were going
to succeed in making the federal government more efficient, one of the first steps would be to rein
in the out-of-control Congress itself.
The first act in this vein, as specified in the Contract, was to pass the Congressional Accountability
Act, which subjected members of Congress and their staff to a number of federal labor and
workplace safety laws from which they had formerly exempted themselves. Congress would no
longer be given special treatment, but would be subject to the same laws as regular businesses.
The House and Senate both passed versions of the law quickly, without dissent, and the President
signed the Senate version into law on January 23, 1995. 55
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In the House, Republicans also made a number of changes through the enactment of their rules
package. They ended some clearly anachronistic and wasteful amenities, including twice-daily
deliveries of buckets of ice to each member’s office. 56 One of their most enduring changes was to
create a new officer of the House, the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO), who would take control
of a huge range of back office functions that the (usually highly partisan) Committee on House
Administration had previously handled. Reformers had advocated for the creation of such a single,
business-like overseer since the Obey Commission in 1977, but Democrats had always preferred
to keep patronage jobs under political jurisdiction. 57 Republicans promised to end such favoritism
and the corrupt practices they said flowed out of it; they promised there would be regular
bookkeeping and normal vendors subject to open bidding. The first CAO, Scot Faulkner, met
significant resistance and was gone by 1996, charging Republicans with failing to keep their
promise in various ways.58 But the CAO has been an enduring institutional success story,
exercising a stabilizing influence on House affairs through several partisan reversals. The House
today is undoubtedly a more business-like environment than it was before the Republican
Revolution.59
Having assailed congressional staff as bloated, Republicans also immediately cut House
committee staff by one-third.60 Given Gingrich’s belief that committees incubated cozy
relationships between legislators and the bureaucrats they were responsible for overseeing, this
was a natural move for the new speaker. Legislative Service Organizations were defunded, a move
mainly intended to kill off the Democratic Study Group. 61 During the appropriations cycle in 1995,
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Republicans also zeroed out funds for the Office of Technology Assessment, a congressional
support agency they believed had become duplicative.62
Ambitious plans to restructure committee jurisdictions and reduce the number of committees
ended up producing less sweeping change than incoming Rules Chairman David Dreier (R-CA)
had hoped for, with just three full committees eliminated. But 31 out of 115 subcommittees were
abolished, and the sprawling jurisdiction of the Energy and Commerce committee somewhat
narrowed. Ten committees had their names changed.63 More importantly, Gingrich made it clear
that assigning committee chairmanships was his prerogative rather than based on strict respect for
seniority, and he acted on this in a few important cases, including the Appropriations Committee.
Representative Christopher Cox (R-CA) observed: “You don't have to change the head of every
committee when you change just a few. Gingrich has given them a renewed sense that chairs serve
at the Speaker’s pleasure.”64 Term limits for chairmanships further created an expectation that the
Speaker and other leaders would determine how committee power could be used. Generally
speaking, a shift from committee power (already much weaker than in its 1960s heyday) to Speaker
power was the unifying thread in House rules changes.
Assorted other rules changes were meant to make Congress more accountable. Committees were
required to publish their votes and banned from allowing proxy voting. Legislators were prohibited
from revising their remarks in the Congressional Record. A ban on commemorative legislation
was meant to keep Congress focused on important policymaking. 65
It is important to note that few of these changes in the House had parallels in the Senate, which
played to type in valuing continuity above nearly all else. Republicans had undertaken some
reforms, including staff reductions, when they retook the Senate majority in 1981, but they showed
little interest in internal reform in 1995. When one freshman Republican Senator was asked what
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it was like to be part of the Republican Revolution, he replied: “I don’t know, I’m in the Senate!” 66
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole and Speaker Gingrich could hardly have been more different in
terms of personality, or in their willingness to defend the institution of Congress as it had existed
for decades. Gingrich had once called Dole “the tax collector for the welfare state,” and they had
a famously chilly relationship.67 While Gingrich’s House could push through a number of internal
reforms on its own, if Republicans were going to succeed in changing the trajectory of American
policy or the basic structures of American government, they would have to stand together.
B. Pursuing deregulation
If Congress’s self-directed reforms can be treated as mostly self-contained, the same is not true for
efforts to produce major shifts in policy or to change underlying structures of government. As
always in politics, tradeoffs were inevitable and so attempts to push on one priority affected the
pursuit of others. Collectively deciding which priority was most worth fighting for turned out to
be a much greater challenge than Republicans imagined as they campaigned in 1994—perhaps not
surprising, considering how long it had been since responsibility for governing fell on their
shoulders.
One of their clearest priorities was deregulation. In the wake of their 1994 election triumph, it
appeared that Republicans were in position to “reopen previously settled questions and to revive
positions that have remained virtually dormant since the New Deal” regarding the regulatory state,
according to one critical observer.68 Rhetoric on the subject flew freely within the conference.
Even such a usually genial player as John Boehner described the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) as the “Gestapo of the federal government.” 69
But the clear leader of the deregulatory push was the new Majority Whip, Tom DeLay (R-TX),
who declared that his intention was to bring about “the demise of the modern era of government
regulation.”70 DeLay had spent most of his professional life as an exterminator and was constantly
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frustrated by federal environmental regulations, and he openly advertised his willingness to work
hand in glove with all sorts of business interests to devise a new regulatory order.
Before the 104th Congress was sworn in, DeLay (with Gingrich’s cooperation) already requested
a hundred-day freeze on all federal agency rulemaking, only to be rebuffed by Clinton OIRA
Director Sally Katzen.71 He soon sought to use the new majority’s power to accomplish the same
goal, introducing the Regulatory Transition Act of 1995 in the first week of the new Congress and
pushing it through to passage in the House on February 24, 1995. 72 It would have instituted a
moratorium on all new regulation lasting until a law was passed requiring cost-benefit analysis for
all rules, or December 31, 1995, whichever came first. It would also have required an inventory of
all rules in progress and extended compliance deadlines. In other words, it would have given
business a chance to regroup and strategize for larger action. The Senate, too, took up a bill called
the Regulatory Transition Act of 1995, which it passed unanimously on March 29, 1995. 73 But,
although it also contained a moratorium, it was quite different, with its most ambitious innovation
being a system for congressional disapproval of new rules (similar to what would be enacted with
the Congressional Review Act, to be discussed below). The House took up the Senate’s bill, but
passed an amendment in the nature of a substitute identical to their own bill. And the law died
there, with no conference committee ever convened.
It may have been that GOP legislators were too busy moving on other deregulatory fronts. They
worked on a Clean Water Act bill74, a strengthening of the Regulatory Flexibility Act75, a
Democrat-sponsored bill to sunset agency rules on a regular basis 76, major reform of the
Administrative Procedure Act 77, an attempt to strip the dreaded OSHA of much of its authority,78
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and an attempt to use appropriations riders to severely restrict the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
The last of these ended up causing a serious rift in the Republican conference, with moderates led
by Sherwood Boehlert (R-NY) ultimately defeating the bill on the floor by combining their votes
with Democrats’. Gingrich and other leaders engineered a revote that they managed to win as a
result of Democratic absences, but the moderates’ defection was the beginning of a major political
debacle for Republicans on these issues. The Clinton administration “began to realize that it could
gain public favor by emphasizing its differences with the revolution on environmental issues.” 79
Constituents began to complain to GOP members that they didn’t want “arsenic in their drinking
water or toxins in the air.”80 Republicans apparently succeeded in intimidating federal agencies at
first, with administrative actions falling during the 104 th Congress.81 But their bid for longerlasting change ended up yielding very little.
As their ambitious bills stalled in Senate committees, House leaders soon came to believe that they
had seriously overestimated their mandate on deregulation. In late 1995, Gingrich told his
members: “Those bills aren’t going anywhere this year. Let’s regroup and get started in a more
appropriate way next year.”82 The vaunted Revolution had proven unable to marshal unity within
its own ranks on this key platform, and unable to withstand entirely predictable backlash. 83 They
had over-interpreted their mandate, and paid the price.84
C. Constitutional and subconstitutional reform efforts
Republicans had also promised to pursue several structural reforms as part of the Contract With
America. They got off to a promising start by passing the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of
1995, which passed without significant opposition and was signed into law by President Clinton
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on March 22, 1995.85 By making it harder for Congress to foist new responsibilities on state
governments without providing them any new funding, Republicans made good on their
commitment to federalism. They would continue to pursue that goal, especially through pushing
the block-granting of federal spending programs, and eventually have some successes, most
notably in the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, the
welfare reform bill that would be the Congress’s marquee legislative success. Federalism was the
one area where Republicans could claim to have made significant progress in restructuring
American government in the 1990s, although, with hindsight, their achievements in this vein seem
both incremental and temporary.
The Contract With America had also promised to take on the trial bar and what Republicans
considered to be a litigation crisis. Both the House and Senate passed two major pieces of
legislation, one on product liability reform and one on securities litigation. Clinton vetoed both,
with Congress sustaining his veto on the former but overriding it on the latter. 86
Republicans came very close to success on another reform that would have had a deep impact on
the federal government’s operation: a constitutional Balanced Budget Amendment. Although most
Republicans preferred a version that included a requirement for a three-fifths supermajority to
increase revenue and a group of around 40 freshmen insisted that such a provision was a must, that
formulation was unlikely to gain the needed two-thirds support. GOP leadership set up a rule that
allowed the House to vote on a version containing the provision and one, sponsored by Rep.
Charles Stenholm (D-TX), without it, and then treat the bigger vote-getter as the House version.
The Stenholm version won out, and moved on to the Senate with a vote of 300-132 on January 26,
1995.87 After some maneuvering, the Senate set up a dramatic vote on passage of the Amendment
on March 2, 1995. Senator Mark Hatfield (R-OR), the Chairman of the Appropriations Committee,
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decided to cast a lone Republican dissent and brought the Amendment one vote short of passage. 88
It was a vote of conscience; he said that while he agreed with the end, he did not believe a simple
constitutional requirement provided sufficient guidance. 89 Conservative freshmen were furious at
Hatfield and sought to have him censured or stripped of his chairmanship, but Dole repelled these
efforts.90 Republicans had actually mustered a supermajority in favor of a major constitutional
overhaul—one that would have tied Congress’s hands—but they still fell just short. 91
Another of their major attempts at structural reform of Congress was much more obviously
destined to fail: the push for term limits. A number of senior Republicans were implacably opposed
to term limits from the start, meaning that achieving the needed two-thirds supermajority even in
the House would probably be impossible. But the House leadership nevertheless felt it was
important to honor the Contract With America’s promise of a vote. 92 They delivered one for a
version that would have capped election to the House at six full terms and election to the Senate
at two, but indeed fell far short of the required votes. 93
Finally, Republicans made serious attempts at two major changes designed to strengthen the
presidency. The first was the line-item veto, which conservatives had long prescribed as the
solution to Congress jamming the president with must-pass omnibus bills. As the next section
details, as Republicans pushed their own omnibuses on Clinton, their ardor for the line-item veto
cooled, but they nevertheless eventually passed it into law. A second reform that Gingrich was
especially committed to was the repeal of the War Powers Resolution. Gingrich believed the law
represented an unwise hindrance to strong presidential responses to crises abroad, and took to the
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House floor to ask his fellow legislators to “allow the Commander in Chief to be the Commander
in Chief.” He fell just short, losing the vote 201-217. 94
D. The Fateful Showdown
For all of the energy that Republicans directed toward deregulation and structural reform, they
concentrated their firepower most heavily on fiscal policy. Republicans in Congress, sensibly
enough, decided that using the power of the purse would be the best way to take a stand for limited
government. They would use the budget reconciliation procedure to avoid any Senate filibuster,
and they would balance the budget by 2002. While President Clinton was willing to concede some
modest cuts in entitlement programs, including Medicare, Republicans wanted to pair much deeper
cuts with tax reduction. Notwithstanding the GOP complaints about the Democratic omnibus bills
of the late 1980s, Republicans explicitly planned to advance most every part of their agenda via
omnibus appropriations bills that (they thought) would be impossible for Clinton to veto. 95
Getting all Republicans in both chambers on the same page was a major challenge. Some members,
including House Budget Chairman John Kasich (R-OH), were absolutely committed to balancing
the budget quickly. Others, it turned out, were more concerned with protecting their favored patch
of federal spending, including urban members with transportation interests, farm district members,
and defense hawks. Gingrich personally interceded to work through these intraparty conflicts,
including through the creation of a Speaker’s Task Force on Transportation. 96
The most consequential choice facing Republicans was what to do about Medicare and Medicaid.
It was obvious that pursuing steep cuts in the elder healthcare program would come with a political
cost, but for the conservative faithful this was the only way to get to a sustainable spending path.
They set about attempting to brand their changes to Medicare as a way to “preserve and protect it”
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from bankruptcy, and strenuously avoided the word “cuts.” 97 Meanwhile, Democrats (and
especially organized labor) connected the Republicans’ $270 billion reductions to their proposed
$245 billion in proposed tax relief. 98
As they grappled for position with Clinton, Republicans had passed a continuing resolution at the
end of the fiscal year that kept the government open through November 13. 99 Republicans passed
another continuing resolution100 and debt limit extension bill101 on that day, including in them
various process reforms and a Medicare premium increase. Republicans believed Clinton would
have no choice but to accept their terms or be responsible for shutting down the government, but
Clinton vetoed both. Gingrich, Dole, and other leaders met with Clinton at the White House on
November 13 to seek some compromise. Clinton was intransigent:
I am not going to agree to your Medicaid package no matter what. I am not going to agree to
education cuts. If you want to pass your budget, you’re going to have to put somebody else in this
chair. I don’t care what happens. I don’t care if it all comes down around me. I don’t care if I go to
five percent in the polls. I am not going to sign your budget. It is wrong. It is wrong for the
country.102

There would be no meet-in-the-middle compromise. The government shutdown began on
November 14.103 Two days into this shutdown, Newt Gingrich made his famous blunder. After
Clinton and his team chose not to speak with him on the long Air Force One flight returning from
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin’s funeral, Gingrich complained to the press about the
administration’s lack of courtesy. He was soon “lampooned in cartoons and columns and radio
shows across the nation” as a crybaby.104
Republicans soon felt compelled to make another offer. They would pass another continuing
resolution to open the government through mid-December if the Clinton administration would
commit to negotiations about how to balance the budget within seven years. This led to a deal,
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ending the shutdown on November 19. Republicans expected that the press would treat Clinton’s
concession as a major victory for Republicans, but in fact it was Clinton’s team that was portrayed
as controlling events. Republicans were demoralized, believing the media was aligned against
them.105 As the next funding deadline approached, Republican leaders felt they were being
constantly misled by the administration. House Republican freshmen were eager to reject all
compromises in this environment and simply allow the government to shut down indefinitely;
when Gingrich tried to talk them down, arguing that Republicans would be the political losers
from another shutdown, they began to see him as an apostate. 106 Confronted with the possibility
of a real rebellion in his ranks, Gingrich followed his conference, and so the government shut down
again on December 16. As negotiations continued to sputter, this shutdown lasted all the way
through Christmas and into the new year. Finally, on January 5, Gingrich pulled the plug,
unilaterally deciding that the House would pass a pay bill and an interim spending bill, contingent
on the White House offering a concrete plan to balance the budget by 2002. In a terrific anticlimax,
the White House promptly produced such a plan—though, of course, not one that was to
Republicans’ liking.107
At that point, Republicans were totally discombobulated. They had assumed that, by wielding the
power of the purse, they could ultimately dictate fiscal terms to Clinton. Gingrich had basically
tried to displace the president’s role as legislator-in-chief, claiming the mandate to set the national
policy agenda—even on the most high-salience spending policies. He had managed to bring along
the House, which was no mean feat, but his position as Speaker turned out to lack the resources
needed to overawe the White House.
As things had played out, the combination of the president’s veto and the media’s unsympathetic
coverage were enough to stymie Republicans’ efforts and turn their demands into political
liabilities. By 1996, “The very word, ‘revolution,’ while not censored from the Republican lexicon,
had fallen into disuse, regarded in retrospect as a rhetorical mistake that overpromised and
frightened the public.”108 After the end of the second shutdown, the leadership initiative shifted
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away from Gingrich and the Revolutionaries over to the compromise-minded Senate, which was
expected to pick up the pieces. 109
The Revolution was basically exhausted, then, but there was still a need to extract at least some
symbolic concession as the Republican Congress passed longer-term spending and debt limit
increase bills that let Clinton move on. What they required as payment is quite revealing.
In exchange for raising the debt ceiling in March 1996, they forced Clinton to sign a bill
grandiosely entitled the “Contract With America Advancement Act.” 110 This contained an increase
in the allowable earnings limit on Social Security (which functioned as a tax cut for seniors), a
modest regulatory reform measure for small business 111, and the Congressional Review Act. It was
also paired with passage of the line-item veto. 112
The line-item veto was supposed to have been the rare item on which congressional Republicans,
Democrats, and the President all agreed upon. But as they got ready to pass a statutory version into
law in March 1995, Gingrich, Dole, and other Republicans had begun to fret about the negotiating
leverage they would be giving Clinton, and they held up the conference committee. 113 Not until
the last gasps of the appropriations and debt ceiling fights did they return to it, agreeing to pass it
as part of the end of hostilities with Clinton at the end of March 1996. 114 Clinton signed it into law
on April 9.115 His speech at signing pulled straight from 1980s conservative discussions on the
“constitutional balance of powers,” arguing that omnibuses were depriving the president of his
rightful place in the constitutional lawmaking process. 116
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Republicans had thus followed through on one of their presidentialist aspirations from the 1980s,
despite having just found out how easily the president could already manipulate Congress in a
negotiation over spending. Perhaps they thought that since it was an item in the Contract With
America, they should take a nominal win wherever they could find one. Or, they may have
supposed that the line-item veto power could only bias spending downward. But such reasoning is
specious. Because the line-item veto provides a kind of security blanket for congressional
irresponsibility, members would probably have felt liberated to include more pet projects, as
Andrew Rudalevige has pointed out.117 Actual experience with the federal line-item veto was, of
course, limited, as the Supreme Court soon enough ruled it unconstitutional 118, on formalist
grounds mirroring its INS v. Chadha holding.
With the Congressional Review Act (CRA), Republicans did get through one provision that sought
to rebalance power away from the administrative state and toward the elected legislature. Both the
House and Senate had considered multiple bills containing regulatory review provisions
throughout 1995, though all had stalled.119 The three principal Senate sponsors of the congressional
review language, Don Nickles, Harry Reid, and Ted Stevens, offered a statement in the
Congressional Record explaining the thinking behind it. “This legislation will help to redress the
balance, reclaiming for Congress some of its policymaking authority, without at the same time
requiring Congress to become a super regulatory agency.” 120
They pointed out that at no time did the proposal encounter congressional resistance, and made it
seem like the CRA was a wholly inevitable part of the congressional response to INS v. Chadha.
Indeed, they claimed that Chadha left Congress no choice but to use a joint resolution of
disapproval mechanism.121
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As discussed above in Part II.D in connection with the replacement of the legislative veto
provisions in the War Powers Resolution and National Emergencies Act, it is genuinely difficult
to know why legislators would make it seem as though a joint resolution of disapproval was the
only mechanism available to them. As with those cases, the CRA set up a dynamic where
congressional action is only likely to be effective if there is no threat of a presidential veto—a
situation likely to prevail only in the case of a presidential transition. 122 Their professed ignorance
of other practical options is especially confusing given the presence in the 104 th Congress of the
Congressional Responsibility Act, a bill introduced in December 1995 and attracting 58
cosponsors.123 That other “CRA” would have created a system of prospective approval for major
new regulations, such that Congress would have to take up-or-down votes to either send a
regulation into the rulebook or reject it (similar to the REINS Act discussed below in Part IV.C).
One can argue that this would have created genuine legislative accountability, whereas the CRA
we ended up with produces mostly an illusion of the same. 124
After the climax of the January confrontation, the March-April accord had the feel of denouement.
After that, the dynamic of the 104th Congress markedly shifted. The President was reinvigorated
and trumpeted his taming of Republicans to whomever would listen. 125 After Dole resigned to
concentrate on his presidential campaign in May 1996, Trent Lott (R-MS) became Senate Majority
Leader. He became the face of bipartisan compromise and “de facto leader of the demoralized
congressional GOP.”126 Far from reaffirming their revolutionary commitments as they campaigned
against Clinton in 1996, Republicans turned toward the center and focused on the particular needs
of their districts in order to save their majorities even as Clinton handily dispatched Dole. 127
What lessons about congressional reform generally can be drawn from the Republican
Revolution’s repulsion? Was it inevitable that they should have pushed through so little of their
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ambitious agenda, or should the episode be viewed as a missed opportunity? Were they doomed
from the start, or merely outmaneuvered?
Most observers seem to agree that, as Clinton’s aide George Stephanopoulos put it in the midst of
the budget showdown, “Newt’s very good…But he has a very bad hand.” 128 This was true both in
the sense that the Republican House freshmen were committed to policies more conservative than
the American people actually wanted to see implemented, and in the sense that Clinton
demonstrated the overall superiority of his office for shaping media narratives of politics and
policy alike. Gingrich never had the momentum he believed he had upon becoming Speaker.
But it is worth considering how much Republicans may have been handicapped by their own
cramped understanding of the institution they controlled. Gingrich, in particular, was never a
congressional institutionalist. Rather, he was the quintessential anti-institutionalist working within
Congress. His time as Speaker did push him toward a more compromise-oriented way of thinking,
but he was not terribly well-suited to the role of negotiator. After one difficult and fruitless session
with the White House, he admitted: “This is draining stuff. I like to give speeches. It’s more
fun.”129 Parties to the crucial negotiations were aghast at how little he had considered realistic
endgames.130
Gingrich rose to power by promising to throw the bastards out, and he remade the House as an
emanation of his own will as much as possible. But he never considered how a less partisan, less
top-down deliberative approach might have strengthened Congress’s hand in negotiating with the
president or in making the case for reform to the American people. If Republicans were constantly
being surprised by the public’s reactions to their proposals, that reflected poorly on their
deliberative method or lack thereof. Having prejudged congressional Democrats as corrupted
protectors of the bureaucracy they wanted to upend, Republicans made themselves less able to
build the broad coalitions that would have been necessary to make lasting structural reforms.
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IV.

Choosing Administration over Congressional Action, 1997-2018

Gingrich and his conservative allies had taken their best shot at revolutionizing government during
the 104th Congress, and they had for the most part been repelled. In part, that was because they
lacked a clear sense of Congress’s institutional strengths. One might think that over the next
decade, during which Republicans continued to control the House and (except for a period from
mid-2001 through 2002) Senate, their views about the legislature would evolve. One could argue
that their less-revolutionary engagement with Clinton on various policy issues, including
entitlement spending, produced good results during his second term—though, of course, it was the
frustrating and politically fruitless impeachment they pursued during those years that left the
clearest legacy. But once Clinton was succeeded by George W. Bush, congressional Republicans
hastened back to their presidentialist priors. Much to the dismay of conservative opponents of
federal spending, most of their learning during this time was about the legislature’s many
patronage opportunities.
After four years of Democratic control of Congress, conservatives stormed back in 2010, mounting
a takeover of the House reminiscent of the 1994 revolution. During the Obama administration,
these congressional conservatives did begin to self-consciously develop a theory of why the
legislature, rather than the president, ought to be the preeminent branch for setting the direction of
policy. But the reforms that Republicans managed to put into effect tended to constrain Congress
itself, rather than the presidency. And once Donald Trump unexpectedly saved them from the
prospect of another four years with a Clinton in the White House, their willingness to mount an
organized challenge to the presidency evaporated.
A. The Non-Revolutionary 105th and 106th Congresses
For all that the confrontation in late 1995 and early 1996 redounded to Clinton’s political benefit,
the president’s reelection in 1996 failed to give Democrats a resounding mandate. Although
Clinton earned a landslide in the electoral college, he won just under half of the popular vote and
voters returned Republican majorities in the House and Senate. Given voters’ split verdict, neither
party could see itself as dominant in the 105th Congress. There would have to be either compromise
or gridlock.
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On the fiscal matters that had so roiled the previous Congress, compromise would be unexpectedly
easy to achieve thanks to a booming economy boosting revenues. Congress and the President could
chart out a path to a balanced budget by 2002 without either having to make any serious
sacrifices—indeed, with both sides getting to satisfy some of their desires beyond fiscal balance. 131
The Balanced Budget Act of 1997132 included the State Children’s Health Insurance Program
(SCHIP) and a $500 per-child tax credit, while including Medicare reductions smaller than the
Republicans of the 104th had sought.133 A few other modest reform laws were passed with strong
bipartisan support, but nothing even vaguely reminiscent of the revolutionary ambitions of the
104th Congress.134
Instead, Republicans eventually turned their energies toward a direct attack on Clinton that
targeted his affair with a White House intern and subsequent obfuscations of fact. Gingrich and
other GOP leaders hoped that a relentless focus on Clinton’s ethical problems would bring them
the 1974-sized majorities that would allow them to dictate the agenda. 135 On October 8, 1998, they
formally initiated impeachment proceedings. 136 Some Republicans certainly tried to frame the
impeachment as a matter of high constitutional principle; Judiciary Committee Chairman Rep.
Henry Hyde, for example, told his colleagues, “We are the heirs of the 20th century's great struggles
against totalitarianism, in which the rule of law was defended at immense cost against the worst
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tyrannies in human history.” By defining the “parameters of permissible presidential conduct,” the
House would be taking a stand for the separation of powers. 137
But most observers rejected this framing as window-dressing on what was really a personalized
vendetta against the president.138 Far from turning against Clinton, the American people largely
rejected impeachment. In the 1998 midterms, Republicans held their ground in the Senate but lost
five seats in the House, leaving them with a razor-thin majority there. After the unusual midterm
loss for the party out of the White House, Gingrich resigned the Speakership and left Congress.
Gingrich’s successor as Speaker, Dennis Hastert (R-IL), had been the least conspicuous member
of the leadership team. He offered himself up as Speaker only after Bob Livingston (R-LA), who
had been the powerful Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee and was chosen by the
Republican Conference to succeed Gingrich, resigned his post before ever assuming it because of
marital infidelities. Hastert, who projected a soft-spoken grandfatherly calm, emerged as a
stabilizing force. Upon being voted Speaker in January 1999, he promised to move on from
Congress’s bitterness and personal attacks and initiate a new era of bipartisan comity and
compromise.139
Hastert’s first Congress as Speaker, the 106th, which began with the matter of Clinton’s
impeachment trial, did advance several notable pieces of legislation with bipartisan support. 140
But, on the whole, it was far from an era of good feelings. Observers felt that “this Congress
seemed to be almost as much about positioning for the elections as about making law.” 141 House
Majority Leader Tom DeLay noted that Hastert “has set a much softer tone to the whole year,
which has allowed us to build a team,” while Minority Leader Richard Gephardt denounced
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Republicans’ “my way or the highway” approach. 142 While Republicans certainly frustrated many
of the Clinton administration’s ambitions143, there was little remaining sign that Congress was
interested in effecting a deep transformation of itself or the federal government.
B. Presidentialism Ascendant during the George W. Bush Administration
While Republicans had temporarily put on the mantle of presidential skeptics during the Clinton
impeachment, the victory of George W. Bush in the contentious 2000 election quickly turned the
party back toward presidentialism. This was evident even before the attacks of September 11,
2001, but of course intensified thereafter. 144 Meanwhile, the Republican congresses of 2001-2006
continued to show very little interest in the kinds of structural reforms that had attracted their
predecessors in the revolutionary 104th.145
Bush himself was well positioned to take up the strand of managerial accountability that had been
pioneered during the Reagan administration and further refined under Clinton. 146 Having received
a Masters of Business Administration, Bush espoused a particularly management-centered view
of the presidency, which emphasized the executive branch’s separation from Congress rather than
overlapping responsibilities.147
Bush’s cabinet officials and other appointees took pains to distinguish themselves from hardline
opponents of the regulatory state. Said Cameron Findlay, Bush’s Deputy Secretary of Labor, “We
are not a bunch of crazy, wild-eyed deregulators. But we want to look at the costs as well as the
benefits. And we don't want to do anything stupid.”148 In that vein, Bush’s Office of Management
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and Budget aggressively reviewed the policies crafted across the administrative state, even
showing a willingness to “quietly influence agencies’ scientific decisions.” 149 Bush leaned heavily
on OIRA throughout his presidency to push a rationalized, disciplined form of regulation that
demanded benefits outweigh costs.150 Under Bush, the Office of Management and Budget also
instituted a new performance management tool, Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART) scores,
which eventually gave a 0-100 effectiveness rating to around a thousand federal government
programs.151
The Republican congresses of these years apparently looked on approvingly at these enhancements
of the president’s control over the bureaucracy, apparently satisfied that allowing a generally
conservative president effectively directing the bureaucracy was an adequate substitute for having
a conservative Congress take the lead itself.152 Congress and President Bush coordinated
remarkably closely during these years; indeed, Bush did not issue a single veto until the sixth year
of his presidency. Continuing their presidentialism from the Reagan Era, Republicans were largely
unconcerned with questions of whether a system dominated by presidential management would be
accountable.153
The Bush administration’s far better-known development of presidentialism came in the sphere of
foreign policy. There, Vice President Cheney brought to bear his longstanding view, formed during
his time in the Ford administration and reaffirmed when he served as the leading defender of the
Reagan administration during Iran-Contra, that if the president gave Congress an inch, it would
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take a mile.154 Cheney, his legal counsel David Addington, and John Yoo, a member of the
president’s Office of Legal Counsel, together developed a view of presidential authority to respond
to foreign threats that was all but unlimited, and which specifically denied the constitutional
authority of Congress to tie the president’s hands. 155 The administration also intensified the use of
presidential signing statements that denied the constitutionality of part of a congressional
enactment, thereby announcing that the president would not consider himself bound by such
provisions.156
Instead of bridling at the administration’s dismissive attitude of the legislature’s place in foreign
policy, congressional Republicans styled themselves as defender of the Commander-in-Chief’s
prerogatives. They were extraordinarily deferential to Bush as he took the country to war in Iraq,
making it very difficult for anyone in their party to oppose the president. Speaker Hastert said that
those who stood in Bush’s way “may not undermine the president as he leads us into war, and they
may not give comfort to our adversaries—but they come mighty close.” 157
There is nothing particularly remarkable about the Bush administration itself expounding theories
and advancing practices that strengthened the presidency. What is noteworthy here is Congress’s
willingness to accept a construction of the presidency that seemingly left so little room for
legislatively-guaranteed accountability—or, indeed, any clear story about how a president would
be made accountable beyond quadrennial elections.158 Once again, there were important
consequences of conservatives failing to develop a constructive idea of Congress’s role in their
revolutionary years.
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C. Nascent Congressional Resurgence Under Obama, and Abandonment under Trump
Some conservatives began to shift away from presidentialism during the financial crisis that struck
in the last year of George W. Bush’s second term. Bush’s willingness to push federal bailouts of
failing banks and auto companies clashed with some conservatives’ desire to see the free market
purge itself of weak firms, and these members began to rediscover some institutional self-regard
when they felt that Bush and his Treasury Secretary, Henry Paulson, were trying to steamroll
opposition and secure for themselves a blank check.159
Not surprisingly, that conservative skepticism of the president began to flower after the election
of Barack Obama. A central claim of the Tea Party movement that gathered momentum in 2009
and 2010 was that the Obama administration was regularly overstepping its constitutional
bounds.160 Such claims only intensified after Republicans regained control of the House and found
themselves locked in a standoff over federal spending reminiscent of the one during the 104 th
Congress. At that time, conservatives did manage to win what they considered a major victory.
The Budget Control Act of 2011 set a decade’s worth of caps on discretionary spending, with a
sequester mechanism providing automatic enforcement. 161 This conservative victory was a case of
Congress trying to limit itself; quite the opposite of trying to build the legislature as a constructive
body, it assumed that Congress was fundamentally incapable of responsibly budgeting on an
annual basis and therefore needed to be subjected to an unbending discipline written into law. 162
Republicans did also begin to give some thought to how Congress might check the president more
effectively, especially in response to Obama’s explicit declaration that he would deal with
congressional intransigence by using executive action to work around them (his “pen and phone”
strategy).163 This trend continued throughout Obama’s two terms in office, as Obama continued to
develop the mechanisms of presidential management that his predecessors had strengthened; he
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arguably “elevated White House control over agencies’ regulatory activity to its highest level ever,
relying on a mix of covert control and overt command.” 164
Republicans introduced scores of bills during Obama’s presidency meant to reassert the power of
Congress. One that received special emphasis was the Regulations from the Executive In Need of
Scrutiny (REINS) Act, which passed the House of Representatives in each Congress from 2011
through 2018, and which would have forced all new significant regulations to receive the support
of both chambers before becoming effective. But one could justly question the depth of
Republicans’ commitment to such Congress-empowering legislation given that no such law was
passed during the 114th Congress of 2015-2016, when Republicans once again controlled the
Senate. Indeed, various decisions about the packaging of the REINS Act suggest that Republicans
never fully committed themselves to passing it. 165
Still, there was at least growing rhetorical support for a stronger Congress among Republicans as
they anticipated a possible Hillary Clinton presidency after the 2016 election. Under the auspices
of Speaker Paul Ryan’s office, House Republicans in 2016 developed an agenda called, “A Better
Way.” It offered six main areas of reform, the first of which was “A Better Way to Uphold the
Constitution.” On the booklet’s first page of substantive text, it denounced the accumulation of
power in the executive branch and “a Congress that has yielded some of its most fundamental
duties,” and (at least obliquely) suggested that a restoration of congressional seriousness is the best
way for the federal government to win the trust of the American people. 166
Fading echoes of this commitment persisted after Trump’s election. May of the same reform bills
were reintroduced—some even having the president’s nominal support. 167 But even when these
bills might have offered congressional Democrats a way to constrain the Trump administration,
there was little evidence of any bipartisan comity on these issues. 168 The bill pursued most
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seriously was probably the Regulatory Accountability Act, the House version of which included a
provision to end Chevron deference, but, like the REINS Act, it never advanced toward passage
in the Senate.169 Various other bills to empower Congress in areas such as trade also failed to gain
traction.170
As Congress failed to act, the Trump administration built on the practices of presidential
management established by his predecessors. They sought to control a wide variety of agency
policymaking through executive orders, some of which broke new ground, including instituting a
regulatory budget.171 Conservative skeptics of the administrative state have mostly sought to effect
change through litigation, sometimes winning victories, but it remains doubtful whether courts
will ever be willing to demand any seismic changes through their rulings. 172

V.

Conclusion: The Potential of the Path Not Taken

Gillian Metzger, a sharp critic of modern conservative attempts to restrain the administrative state,
argues that today’s “anti-administrativists” trying to topple Chevron and win judicial enforcement
of the non-delegation doctrine are the intellectual and political heirs of the foes of the New Deal
in the 1930s, such as the Liberty League. What marks both the contemporary litigants and their
forebears is “a strong turn to the courts as the means to curb administrative power; and a heavy
constitutional overlay, wherein the contemporary administrative state is portrayed as at odds with
the basic constitutional structure and the original understanding of separation of powers.” 173
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Because “background separation of powers concerns can be addressed in a variety of ways,
including approaches that embrace the administrative state rather than cabin it,” she doubts there
is much chance they will succeed in significantly restructuring the shape of our government. 174
Still, she fears they may do considerable harm by “undercut[ting] the legitimacy of national
administrative governance.”175
Supposing that she is correct, there is nevertheless a different tradition of thought that critics of
administrative dominance can draw on—one that relies on Congress, and not courts, as the
counterweight to the modern presidency and the guarantor of meaningful self-government. While
the Liberty League may be judged as a bump in the road along America’s state development, there
was a far more potent and fertile strain of conservative criticism of the New Deal’s proliferation
of federal government agencies.
At the American Bar Association’s national convention in 1939, its president, Frank Hogan, told
his audience that “reliance against the exercise of arbitrary power must be placed by the people
henceforth in the legislative rather than the judicial department of the National Government.” 176
Hogan was not an isolated case, but was articulating what might be called the anti-Caesarist school
of thought that was developing in reaction to Franklin Roosevelt’s dominance of American politics
in the 1930s. Some adherents of that school did hope to knock out the New Deal by having the
Supreme Court declare it entirely unconstitutional, but a greater number turned to Congress as the
embodiment of deliberation, representative government, and the rule of law. Looking to the
experience of Europe in the 1930s, they warned of the dangers of plebiscitary democracy. 177
This anti-Caesarist sensibility was not confined to scholarly observers or journalistic
commentators, either, but encompassed plenty of politicians, both Republicans and conservative
southern Democrats. Nor was it confined to mere rhetoric. In the mid-1940s, its proponents helped
push through the 22nd Amendment to the United States Constitution, preventing someone from
being elected to the presidency in more than two consecutive elections and thereby preventing the
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possibility that FDR’s role as president-for-life would be reprised. 178 The anti-Caesarist tendency
was also at work in the Congress-bolstering Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 and the antiarbitrariness bulwark of the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946. 179
As southern conservatism came to be exclusively associated with opposition to civil rights and as
the exigencies of the Cold War led many conservatives to embrace a strong presidential power,
conservative anti-Caesarism diminished in importance. 180 As Part II explains, after the election of
Richard Nixon conservatives tended to be presidentialists. One might argue that the anti-Caesarist
torch was passed from conservatives over to reformist liberals who opposed the imperial
presidency in response to Vietnam and Watergate. But while the liberals of the 1970s undoubtedly
shared the anti-Caesarists’ suspicions of a powerful and potentially reckless federal government,
they were fixated on accountability to the mass public by means of radical transparency—a kind
of accountability that the conservative champions of Congress and representative government
would have seen as too comfortable with mass democracy. The newer reformers had a very narrow
sense of what representativeness ought to mean, which ultimately put them at war with the idea of
a decentralized Congress.
We might conclude from the diminished standing of anti-Caesarism that it is simply an
anachronism. In this way of thinking, champions of conservative goals are best served if they learn
to love the administrative state and focus on using it for their own purposes. 181 Congress is best
thought of as a vestigial organ, whose “endemic weaknesses” mean that it can never play a leading
role in our public life.182 Rather than being preoccupied with abstract procedural values,
conservatives ought to just directly pursue policies that serve their substantive commitments,
through whatever bureaucratic means present themselves.
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This way of thinking makes a great deal of sense if one believes that the nation’s problems are
clear and we possess a set of solutions that only needs to be implemented to advance the common
good. It is striking, however, how little room it leaves for any kind of politics.
During a debate over the scope of the president’s war-making power in 1951, Senator Robert Taft
was asked if openly debating foreign policy gave aid and comfort to the enemy. He replied: “I
think that the value of such aid and comfort is grossly exaggerated. The only thing that can give
real aid and comfort to the enemy is the adoption of a policy that plays into their hands.” 183 Taft’s
implication was that short-circuiting debate to impose a particular outcome deemed congenial to
the national interest was likely to lead to short-sighted blunders, while conducting serious and open
debate would be more likely to arrive at a clearer conception of how to serve the national interest.
Such faith in the power of deliberation, where representatives of good faith seek to persuade those
who disagree with them, is thought naïve in our current political moment. Congress as it has
evolved since the Republican revolution certainly does not instantiate it.
But the Congress-centered government sought by Taft and the anti-Caesarists, which had at its
center the idea that in a self-governing republic, “laws, not men” must control, would be precisely
the antidote needed to restore the health of our nation’s rapidly degenerating political life.
Congressionally-centered government must be comfortable with incrementalism; working by
committee is conducive to responding to new information and even learning from failures, but not
to restarting things from the ground up. Putting Congress closer to the center of policymaking
cannot, ironically, satisfy those who wish to see an end to delegation and an erasure of America’s
administrative state, because Congress is a representative body and there is no significant
constituency for such a radical structural change. Not can it hope to satisfy those who await a
sudden conversion away from a morally compromised past, because it frowns on the very
possibility of the centralized power needed to execute such a turn. In other words, what it cannot
deliver is a revolution.
What it can offer, instead, is a kind of constitutional fortitude that seems to be ebbing out of our
increasingly plebiscitary politics today—a confidence in our ability to cope with our problems and
eventually work through them together, however many missteps it may require. It is a regime that
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can handle the dizzying complexity of an extended republic far better than a system dominated by
a president atop an administrative state, because it begins from an acceptance of the legitimacy of
differing interests and the need for compromise between them.
Perhaps it is fitting to give the last word to one of the anti-Caesarists’ most powerful voices. In his
1959 CONGRESS AND THE AMERICAN TRADITION, James Burnham wrote words that ring just as
true today:
Necessarily, the active, daily direction of the managerial state is in the hands of the executive, his
principal officers and the higher echelons of the permanent bureaucratic apparatus. Their fingers
are on the throttle. Liberty’s problem in our day is to keep someone else, someone independent of
their control and designs, at their side to restrain them somehow, to be ready to reach for the brake
when the signals show red or the tracks plunge downhill.184
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